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About This Game

Trinity VR is the pilot episode for a full 5 episode VR series. Trinity VR is a highly innovative, 12-minute, live action, fully
immersive, interactive virtual reality experience using big-movie visual effects. In a future where humans have long been

extinct, the last surviving androids fight a final war for freedom against an all-powerful Singularity, their God… Live the action.
Feel the emotions.

Who am I? What role do I play in the story? You will want to experience Trinity more than once in order to explore the full VR
world and make sure you don't miss any of the interactive elements!
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Title: Trinity VR
Genre: Action
Developer:
UNLTD inc.
Publisher:
UNLTD inc.
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 (AMD FX 8350) or better.

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: gtx 1050

Storage: 12 GB available space
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Pulling off tricks in HackyZack is so fun and gratifying, and there are so many mechanics + ball types. There's lots of content to
keep you going, especially because target mode will probably take you years. There's cute characters to choose from as well. Did
I mention the soundtrack's great? It's beautifully ambient and perfectly suits the game's theme. 9.5\/10. This game is probably
one of the more scarish type of the slightly more recent games. It has really easy to figure out puzzles and a super cool story that
really pulls you into it. I've always enjoyed this game. A great game for those that enjoy story richness and great puzzles.. This
game is hard, I mean not as hard as dark souls, but hard. The game lures you in, pretending to be a pixelated fun world, but then
you get hit, and hit over, and over again, each time you die, it takes a bit out of your soul.

Things I would improve:
  The hitbox for the damn frog. Nice, friendly graphics. Relaxing, yet very challenging. Recommended!. Grabbed the space
looking vehicle, Came 3rd, Raged and made this review.

Could not find the controls for 20 mins, Lost the race worth it? Yes ofcourse! Not even worth 11 pence tbh. lel

Sorry, This game is poor 10/10
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If you're of that age where you watched Tron on the big screen and marvelled at the visual style, then you've come to the right
place.

Of all the Tron-related games and sequel movies (and I include Tron 2.0 in this!), I think this game comes the closest to
replicating the "feel" of the world of the first Tron movie. The only thing missing are the discs and the clank-clank as you walk
around (which Tron 2.0 got so so right for me)..

So, what is Tank Universal? Well, it's a Tron-homage-labour-of-love. It's clearly an indie game. The lack of voice-overs, and
very simplistic animation marks it out as a small-team (one man?) effort. Also, the story is very similar to Tron (Bad Guy taking
over the system, User logs in to kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and all other programs are amazed at how the User has
more skills and powers)...

Tank Universal packs so much in. There's a little bit of wandering-around on foot, and a lot of time spent in a tank. While in the
tank, you can traverse mazes, explore the beautiful world they created, play domination, and so on. Everything under the
'umbrella' of being a good dude fighting in a world of bad dudes, and needing to travel around it to stay ahead of the 'bad dudes',
while getting closer to the 'big bad dude' for the final fight... There's really quite a lot of variety, and stuff isn't repeated to
death, like they would be in a AAA game, where they have to milk every last cent out of an expensive asset (for example).

I was impressed by pretty much everything in this game. The ship\/tank models are lush. The world design is stunning. The
sounds\/music are very very close to Tron, and the visuals are 100% spot-on (They even replicate the irregular 'flashing' of the
poor rotoscoping in the movie by pulsing the brightness.. So ingenous..)..

Is there anything which makes me unhappy? That the game ended. Playing domination was great fun (I was playing in easy
mode, which may explain it).

So, if you love Tron, and want to play a tron-like classic good vs. evil game, and aren't too hung up over spoken voiceovers, or
FMV, then this game is for you!.

Highly Recommended
. Its like wave race with fun tricks. The game controls well and is overall very east to pick up and play, couch splitscreen is the
way to go with this one.. got a good first impression
the camera and menu animation feels slow and weird (what was the point of having first person camera again?)
the RPG battles feels like Neptunia VIIR although, again, a bit clunky
heard that you can change the battles' genre but i havent reached that point yet

all in all, maybe it's just my laptop or a bad port so i'll try playing it on the PS4
i hope i will enjoy this game as much as i enjoy Neptunia. it fun when i water bord the baby and poop on it and throw it in a
toilet\
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxdddddddddddddddddddddddddddd bbbbbbbbbbbbbbeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
gggggggggggggoooooooooooooonnnnnnnnneeeeee tttttttttttttthhhhhhhhhhhooooooooottttttt. Fun! Interesting space mining
simulator. Very nice visuals and great physics. Enjoyed mining for metals and looking forward to possibly rarer materials.
Interesting balancing heat as a resource while travelling/harvesting.

. I really wanted to like this. I enjoy "idle" games....and this had the potential of customizing my ship with the crew I wanted and
sending it out into combat. But the auto gunners are morons and couldn't hit water if they fell off the ship. OK, no prob, I'll take
a more active role in combat. But...the customization options are shallow....you HAVE to have a specific set up, and theres
really no challenge about it.

I managed to methodically fight the same three aircraft over and over again (think Jaws for the NES) in order to get to the
enemy base. As I was shooting shield generators in a sudden first person persepective, the game opted to crash on me. I didn't go
back in and start over...I just took it as a sign.

This would've been an excellent premise and if more effort was funneled into this game it could've goin far. But the player base
feels the game is abandoned, and it definitely feels like a game that needs a bit of a polish before being fun.
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